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Unterlinden - Suspension - 2700K -

Aluminium

Herzog & de Meuron

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 7.5W—

Voltage: 220-240V—

Delivered lumen output: 339lm—

CCT: 2700K—

Efficiency: 52%—

Efficacy: 45.2lm/W—

CRI: 90—

The Unterlinden family has been expanded with new versions

based on its characteristic head.

The lamp body in die-cast aluminum or brass features a

different finish each time given by the natural oxidation

process of the metal which is halted and fixed by means of a

clear finish. A high-efficiency precision lens controls the LED

light, generating professional illuminance levels.

Unterlinden free chandelier consists of five suspension

elements which all lead to a single central point. The 2.5

meter- long cables can be arranged freely to create

compositions that follow different layouts.

In Unterlinden ring chandelier, the position of the suspended

elements is determined by a circular frame which distributes

them along the perimeter.

The original small Unterlinden bronze or aluminum element is

the basis for a wall lamp version, a table lamp version and

two clusters. In the floor lamp version, a volume supporting

the slim arm is attached to the main rod. As it turns, the arm

allows you to direct the head. The cable can be adjusted to

vary the height of the lighting body thanks to a

counterweight.

In the wall lamp the arm can rotate and the length of the

suspension cable is adjustable.

Product Code: 1935W10A—

Colour: Aluminium—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Aluminium—

Series: Design Collection—

design by: Herzog & de Meuron—

Height: 96 mm—

Diameter: 117 mm—

Base Length: 140 mm—

Base Width: 45 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1600 mm—
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Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 6.2W—

Delivered lumen output: 570lm—

Color temperature (K): 2700K—

CRI: 90—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 3SDCM—

Efficacy: 92lm/W—

Service Life: 50000-L70—

PRODUCT DATA SHEET PRODUCT CODE: 1935W10A
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Unterlinden - Suspension - 2700K -

Brass

Herzog & de Meuron

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 8W—

Voltage: 220-240V—

Delivered lumen output: 339lm—

CCT: 2700K—

Efficiency: 52%—

Efficacy: 48.43lm/W—

CRI: 90—

The Unterlinden family has been expanded with new versions

based on its characteristic head.

The lamp body in die-cast aluminum or brass features a

different finish each time given by the natural oxidation

process of the metal which is halted and fixed by means of a

clear finish. A high-efficiency precision lens controls the LED

light, generating professional illuminance levels.

Unterlinden free chandelier consists of five suspension

elements which all lead to a single central point. The 2.5

meter- long cables can be arranged freely to create

compositions that follow different layouts.

In Unterlinden ring chandelier, the position of the suspended

elements is determined by a circular frame which distributes

them along the perimeter.

The original small Unterlinden bronze or aluminum element is

the basis for a wall lamp version, a table lamp version and

two clusters. In the floor lamp version, a volume supporting

the slim arm is attached to the main rod. As it turns, the arm

allows you to direct the head. The cable can be adjusted to

vary the height of the lighting body thanks to a

counterweight.

In the wall lamp the arm can rotate and the length of the

suspension cable is adjustable.

Product Code: 1936W10A—

Colour: Brass—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Brass—

Series: Design Collection—

design by: Herzog & de Meuron—

Height: 96 mm—

Diameter: 117 mm—

Base Length: 140 mm—

Base Width: 45 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1600 mm—
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Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 6.2W—

Delivered lumen output: 570lm—

Color temperature (K): 2700K—

CRI: 90—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 3SDCM—

Efficacy: 92lm/W—

Service Life: 50000-L70—

PRODUCT DATA SHEET PRODUCT CODE: 1936W10A
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Unterlinden - Suspension - 3000K -

Aluminium

Herzog & de Meuron

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 7.5W—

Voltage: 220-240V—

Delivered lumen output: 349lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 52%—

Efficacy: 46.5lm/W—

CRI: 90—

The Unterlinden family has been expanded with new versions

based on its characteristic head.

The lamp body in die-cast aluminum or brass features a

different finish each time given by the natural oxidation

process of the metal which is halted and fixed by means of a

clear finish. A high-efficiency precision lens controls the LED

light, generating professional illuminance levels.

Unterlinden free chandelier consists of five suspension

elements which all lead to a single central point. The 2.5

meter- long cables can be arranged freely to create

compositions that follow different layouts.

In Unterlinden ring chandelier, the position of the suspended

elements is determined by a circular frame which distributes

them along the perimeter.

The original small Unterlinden bronze or aluminum element is

the basis for a wall lamp version, a table lamp version and

two clusters. In the floor lamp version, a volume supporting

the slim arm is attached to the main rod. As it turns, the arm

allows you to direct the head. The cable can be adjusted to

vary the height of the lighting body thanks to a

counterweight.

In the wall lamp the arm can rotate and the length of the

suspension cable is adjustable.

Product Code: 1935010A—

Colour: Aluminium—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Aluminium—

Series: Design Collection—

design by: Herzog & de Meuron—

Height: 96 mm—

Diameter: 117 mm—

Base Length: 140 mm—

Base Width: 45 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1600 mm—
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Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 6.2W—

Delivered lumen output: 584lm—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

CRI: 90—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 3SDCM—

Efficacy: 94lm/W—

Service Life: 50000-L70—

PRODUCT DATA SHEET PRODUCT CODE: 1935010A
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Unterlinden - Suspension - 3000K -

Brass

Herzog & de Meuron

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 7.5W—

Voltage: 220-240V—

Delivered lumen output: 349lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 52%—

Efficacy: 46.5lm/W—

CRI: 90—

The Unterlinden family has been expanded with new versions

based on its characteristic head.

The lamp body in die-cast aluminum or brass features a

different finish each time given by the natural oxidation

process of the metal which is halted and fixed by means of a

clear finish. A high-efficiency precision lens controls the LED

light, generating professional illuminance levels.

Unterlinden free chandelier consists of five suspension

elements which all lead to a single central point. The 2.5

meter- long cables can be arranged freely to create

compositions that follow different layouts.

In Unterlinden ring chandelier, the position of the suspended

elements is determined by a circular frame which distributes

them along the perimeter.

The original small Unterlinden bronze or aluminum element is

the basis for a wall lamp version, a table lamp version and

two clusters. In the floor lamp version, a volume supporting

the slim arm is attached to the main rod. As it turns, the arm

allows you to direct the head. The cable can be adjusted to

vary the height of the lighting body thanks to a

counterweight.

In the wall lamp the arm can rotate and the length of the

suspension cable is adjustable.

Product Code: 1936010A—

Colour: Brass—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Brass—

Series: Design Collection—

design by: Herzog & de Meuron—

Height: 96 mm—

Diameter: 117 mm—

Base Length: 140 mm—

Base Width: 45 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1600 mm—
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Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 6.2W—

Delivered lumen output: 584lm—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

CRI: 90—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 3SDCM—

Efficacy: 94lm/W—

Service Life: 50000-L70—

PRODUCT DATA SHEET PRODUCT CODE: 1936010A


